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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim: 

 

True Father: "Have you come to resemble God and True Parents, as Gods sons and daughters? It is easy 

to say, but not to fulfill. Whether sleeping or awake, it should always be on your mind. This thought has 

to accompany you wherever you go, whatever you do, even when you are eating or sleeping." [1] 

 

God and True Parents desire with all their heart that we all strive every second to resemble them, making 

this our permanent focus: 

 

True Mother: "The citizens of Cheon Il Guk are each called to strive each day to become a True Parent, a 

True Teacher and a True Owner." [2] 

 

We all have enough potential to become True Parents, True Teachers and True Owners. That is as clear as 

crystal, and it is the biggest blessing God has given to each one of us. What can be more precious than 

that? 

 

We develop the divine heart in us by focusing on perfecting our heart and love all the time, in every 

situation, including witnessing of course: 

 

True Father: "The first step in witnessing is to think, "I myself must become perfect!" Then you will be 

able to give goodness to other people." [3] 

 

Every encounter with any kind of person is a chance for us to widen and broaden our heart, thus coming 

closer and closer to perfecting our heart. We can use this chance only, if we are highly aware of it. 

Otherwise we easily loose it. 

 

After every such encounter we know deep in our heart whether through it we have grown in heart and 

love or not, whether we have progressed in winning the heart of a person or not, or whether our focus was 

somewhere else, for example on just winning the argument, on trying to correct someone, to impress 



 

 

someone or whatever else. 

 

Even witnessing does not automatically make our heart and love grow. We can only grow if we focus on 

perfecting our heart and love, by investing without expecting, by loving and embracing everyone at their 

level, no matter what that level is, even if they hate us. If we practice such love with everyone, we are a 

witness to God and True Parents wherever we go. We are the living word, embodying God's heart and 

love. And then we can "give goodness" to other people, treat them in a divine way. 

 

If we just try to change people, put demands and expectations on them, judging them, pushing or 

pressurizing them, then we do not grow in heart. We can bring people closer to God only by first bringing 

ourselves closer to God, and that works only by working on perfecting our heart and love, by loving the 

way God does: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "We can only educate people to the level that we are at. Go to deeper levels of heart." 

 

We cannot tell people about perfection of heart while stagnating in heart ourselves. Then we are just a 

sign board: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "You can't take them [the people] up a mountain that you've never climbed. You can't 

stand at the bottom and just point your finger up. Don't be a signboard. You're not a signboard. You're a 

climber. Climb. Please climb." [4] 

 

The real climbing that Heung Jin Nim is talking about here, is the advancing in heart, becoming True 

Parents ourselves. Without ourselves doing such a climbing, we cannot bring others to higher levels of 

heart and love either. We need to be the pioneers of heart, just like True Parents, being on the path of 

paths: 

 

True Father: "To pioneer heavenly heart is the path of those who walk the path of paths." [5] 

 

That is indeed the path of path, the path that leads to eternal blessings and happiness! As we go forward 

on that path, we can certainly bring others on it as well! Because heavenly love is contagious, like a fire: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "I am spreading a love epidemic. You see all the world is talking with great fear about 

the disease of AIDS. This is the result of the misuse of love... But you must spread the epidemic of 

heavenly love. Heavenly love is far more contagious than even the deadly diseases of satanic love. 

Heavenly love is like a fire." [6] 

 

Love from Bruno 
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